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A.

OVERVIEW / DEFINITIONS
Placing a "hold" on a title or an item allows staff and patrons to reserve materials that are currently
checked out, on the shelf at another location or otherwise temporarily unavailable for immediate
checkout. In LINKcat libraries, almost all resources are shared, and a title-level hold may be filled by any
available copy in the database. When more than one patron places a hold on the same title, the name
of each patron is placed in a hold queue (waiting list) in the date order of request. If copies of the title
have the status of "Available” when the hold is placed, a hold for that title will appear on the Holds
Queue report of the first library with an item available.
When an item that can fill holds is checked in at any LINKcat library, the system will trap that item for
the first active hold with that check-in location selected as the pickup location. If there is no active
hold at that check-in location, the item will be trapped for the first active hold in the queue, regardless
of pickup location. These rules are based on the parameters for Reduced Transportation Holds
functionality. More information about Reduced Transportation Holds functionality is located in Part I of
this Section.
The status of a pending unfilled hold can be changed from Active to Suspended by the patron, or by a
staff member. Patron and staff can, when suspending a hold, set the activation date of the hold to occur
automatically on a future date (Resume). No item will be trapped for a patron’s hold until the hold is
changed to Active or the Resume date has been reached.
Staff can change the status of a patron's hold in either the list of Holds on the bibliographic record or
from the patron's Holds List. Patrons can also suspend, set a Resume date or Activate holds themselves
in their LINKcat account. See Part C of this section for further details.
A patron CANNOT place a hold on an item if any of these conditions apply:
 The item is a non-circulating item or the item allows no holds. See Section X Circulation Codes
Parts B and C for item-specific policies.
 The item has a status of "Available" at the library where the hold is being placed from the
library’s catalog AND the patron is in the library building.
o In this case, Bibliovation assumes the item is available on the library shelf and the
patron can go to the shelf. (In this situation, if the item is not really on the shelf,
changing the item's status to "Trace" will allow a hold to be placed unless that item was
the only copy in the system).
 The patron’s library record has a problem which prevents the patron from placing a hold. See
Section VI Circulation Blocks, Notes and Alerts for more information.
 The item record processing was incomplete; check to see if the item’s record contains an Item
Type code. If it does not, contact the owning library.
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B.

PLACING HOLDS
Placing a hold from the patron’s record
In the patrons’ Check Out screen click the Search to Hold button.








This will take you to an Advanced Search screen.
Search for your item
When you have found the item, click the “Place Hold” link in that entry
A Place Hold pop-up will display, pre-populated with the patron’s information and default pickup location.
To place a hold for the patron, click the “Place Hold” button.
You will see confirmation information in the pop-up.
Click the X in the upper right corner or click View Patron Holds to exit the pop-up.

Sometimes staff must place an item-level hold. If you need to do so, follow these steps:
 Follow the above steps to get to the “Place hold” pop-up.
 Click the arrow for the pull down menu that is pre-populated with the phrase “Next Available”.
 Select the “Choose a copy” option.
 Do not place item-level holds for patrons for any item type except magazines OR unless the
patron has request a particular physical version (paperback instead of hardback) OR you need
to pull in your particular copy.
Placing holds from the BIB record
Click any “Search the Catalog” hyperlink
 Search for the item
 Find the record you want and click the Place Hold link in the entry.
 You will get a pop-up requesting patron information – the best option is to enter the patron
barcode.
 A Place Hold pop-up will display, pre-populated with the patron’s information and default pickup location.
 To place a hold for the patron, click the “Place Hold” button.
 You will see confirmation information in the pop-up.
 Click the X in the upper right corner or click View Patron Holds to exit the pop-up.

Displaying holds from the patron record:
In the patron’s Check out OR Details screen, scroll down until you see a row of tabs. Click the On Hold
tab to display the patron’s holds.
Columns in the On Hold display in the patron’s Details screen:
Hold date: date hold was placed
Title: title and author; hyperlink to bibliographic record
Item Type: populated when an item has been trapped for the hold.
Call Number: populated when an item has been trapped for the hold.
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Barcode: populated when an item has been trapped for the hold, hyperlink to item record; Item in
Transit from XXX since [date]: item is in transit; Item waiting: item is on the hold shelf waiting for pickup
Pickup at: library pickup location
Notes: if staff entered a note when placing the hold, it will display here
Priority: hold order in the entire holds queue
Wait Expired: dates hold expires on the hold shelf
Suspend (all:_): to suspend a hold; see Part D.
Resume on: set a date to suspend a hold and resume (make active) on a future date.
Delete: cancel a patron hold; see Part D.
Displaying holds from the bibliographic record:
Search for the item record.
 In the Search results screen, click on the title of the item.
 You will be in the “Normal” screen.
 Click the Holds link in the left-screen menu to see the list of patrons that have a hold on this
title.

C.

MANAGING HOLDS
Suspending, Resuming or Activating a hold from the patron record:
In the patron’s Check out Details screen, scroll down to the On Hold tab.
 To suspend one or more holds, click the check box in the hold’s row, then scroll down to the
bottom of the page and click the Update Holds button.
o To suspend all holds for a patron, click the (all) checkbox on the column header. Then
click the Update Holds button
 To set a Resume date, click the calendar widget in hold’s row and click a date (in the future).
This action will also suspend the hold and re-activate the hold on that date.
 To activate a suspended hold, uncheck the Suspend check box in the hold’s row, scroll down to
the bottom of the grid and click the Save Changes button
Suspending, Resuming or Activating a hold from the bibliographic record:
Search for the item record.
 In the Search results screen, click on the title of the item.
 You will be in the “Normal” screen.
 Click the Holds link in the left-screen menu to see the list of patrons that have a hold on this
title.
 To Suspend, click the checkbox in the “Suspended” column for that patron. Scroll to the bottom
of the grid and click the “Update holds” button.
 To set a Resume date, click the calendar widget in hold’s row and click a date (in the future).
This action will also suspend the hold and re-activate the hold on that date.
 To activate a suspended hold, uncheck the box in the Suspended column for that hold, scroll
down to the bottom of the grid and click the Update Holds button
Canceling a hold from the patron record:
In the patron’s Check out or Details screen, select the On Hold tab.
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In the Delete column, access the pull down menu and select Yes.
Scroll down to the bottom of the page and click the Save Changes button.

Canceling a hold from the bibliographic record: AMENDED
Select the title and click the hyperlink
 You should default to the Normal screen for the bibliographic record
 Click the Holds link in the left-screen menu
 Click the pull-down menu in the Priority column for the hold you are canceling
 Select “del” and then click the “Update hold(s)” button at the bottom of the grid.
Canceling a hold on an item on the hold shelf from the BIB record
IF an item is on the hold shelf for a patron and a staff person cancels the hold from the bibliographic
record (instead of the patron record) AND there are no active holds on the BIB, the system will






cancel the hold for the patron
add a cancelled hold entry to the patron's Hold History
change the item status is to Available
retain the Current location as the location where the item had been on the hold shelf and
add a Hold Canceled entry that library's Hold Awaiting Pickup report.

If staff cancel a hold on the hold shelf that has active holds, either at the same location or at a different
location, the system will
 cancel the hold for the first patron
 add a cancelled hold entry added to that patron's Hold History
 add a Hold Canceled entry is added to that library's Hold Awaiting Pickup report AND
 the item will trapped for the next active hold, either at that location or another location
I canceled a hold on the hold shelf for Darlene Dynix and the item was trapped for the next active hold:
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To prevent trapping the item for the next active hold (either at this location or another location)
 Click the Ignore button in the Hold Found pop-up.
 Clicking the Ignore button causes the item status to change to Available and the Current
location will remain the location where the item had been on the hold shelf.
To allow the item to be trapped for the next active hold (either at this location or another location)
 Clicking the View Slip or Close button allows the process to continue and the item to fill the
other hold.
 The View slip is NOT using our Hold Found template, the template being used is a hardcoded template that we do not have the ability to modify. To print a Hold Found slip for a
pickup at your location, click the Close button, go to Check In and check in the item.
Canceling a hold on an item on the hold shelf from the Patron’s list of holds
IF an item is on the hold shelf for a patron and a staff person cancels the hold from the patron’s list of
holds, AND there are no active holds on the BIB, the system will:






cancel the hold for the patron
add a cancelled hold entry to the patron's Hold History
change the item status is to Available
retain the Current location as the location where the item had been on the hold shelf and
add a Hold Canceled entry that library's Hold Awaiting Pickup report.

HOWEVER - THE SYSTEM WILL NOT ALLOW STAFF TO CANCEL A HOLD ON THE HOLD SHELF, FROM THE
PATRON’S LIST OF HOLDS, IF THERE ARE ACTIVE HOLDS ON THE BIB. YOU WILL GET AN INTERNAL
SERVER ERROR MESSAGE AND BE UNABLE TO COMPLETE THE ACTION.
CANCEL HOLDS ON THE HOLD SHELF FROM THE BIB LIST OF HOLDS, NOT THE PATRON’S LIST OF HOLDS

Patron Hold History
Go to Section XI PATRON HISTORY for information about a patron’s Filled holds, Canceled holds and
Expired holds.
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D.

FILLING HOLDS AT CHECKIN

If an item is checked in at your library and is trapped for a hold with your library as a pickup location,
the system will provide a “Hold Found” pop-up message with the following information:





Click the “Confirm Hold” button if you create your own hold shelf slips OR
Click the “Print Slip and Confirm” button if you print your Hold Found slips using a receipt
printer.
Click the “Ignore” button if the item is damaged or there is a missing part and you want to
remove the item from the holds queue to deal with the problem. Clicking Ignore will cause
o The message "Trapped hold ignored" to display on the Check in screen and the item is
listed in the “Checked in” list on the Check In screen.
o The patron's hold to be detached from the item and remain as an active hold in the BIB
Holds list at a top Priority, and
o The item status to be changed to Available and the Current Location will remain the
library at which the item was checked in.
o You will then have to follow the procedures for marking an item Damaged or Part
Missing (Section VIII Problem Item Statuses and Workflows)

When a hold is checked in at the pickup location, the system will also generate a “Holds Waiting:”
message on the patron’s Check Out screen and will generate a “Hold Available for Pickup” message to
be delivered to the patron, depending on their messaging preferences.
 Email notices are generated every hour, on the ½ hour;
 Phone notices are accumulated in a file that will be called out the next morning;
 Text messages are accumulated in a file that will be delivered the next morning and
 Print notices (notices that are not emailed) are now contained within Bibliovation and are
stored in Tools/Print Messages as soon as they are generated. Read the instructions for printing
these notices in Section XIII Notices, Messaging Preferences and Message Queue.
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If an item is checked in at your library and is trapped for a hold for pickup at another library, the system
will provide a “Transfer required: Hold Found” pop-up.








Click the Confirm Hold button.
Fill out a Post-It note with the three letter Delivery Code for the item’s destination and;
Put the item in a delivery bin.
Information in the Normal screen of the bibliographic record will record that the item is In
Transit from your location to the hold destination as of the check-in date.
When the item is checked in at the pickup location, the “Hold Found” pop-up will display.
A hold is only considered “filled” when it is checked out to the patron.

If an item is checked in at your library and is trapped for a hold for one of the libraries in SCLS that are
not part of the shared Bibliovation/LINKcat database
 Albertson Memorial Library (ALB)
 Lettie W. Jensen Library - Amherst (AMH)
 Everett Roehl Marshfield Public Library (MFD)
 Pittsville Community Library (PIT)
 Rio Community Library (RIO)
 Lester Public Library of Vesper (VES)
Go to Section II Check Out, Part F Direct Check Out to SCLS non-LINKCAT Libraries and follow the
instructions there.
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E.

HOLD NOTIFICATION
See Section XIII Notices, Messaging Preferences and Messages Queue

F.

REPORTS
Holds Awaiting Pickup report
Column sorts – one column at a time but dates in date order and title ignores articles

Report columns:
Available since check box to remove hold from the report.
Expires on: date hold expired or was canceled. If hold was cancelled, that phrase will display as
text in this cell.
Title – Title of the item
Patron - name and email of the patron whose hold has expired
Location – Owning library/Call Number
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WORKFLOW for clearing Expired and Cancelled holds from your Holds Shelf
The Holds Awaiting Pickup (HAP) report lists the items on your hold shelf whose holds have expired or
were canceled by a patron or by a staff person. Items remain on the hold shelf for 8 days. The eight
days include Sundays and Repeatable holidays but not Unique holidays.
This report should be run and processed every open morning at every library. This report was designed
to be printed so make sure you are printing this report you should open up a regular instance of Firefox
to print this report to a laser or inkjet printer. Make certain you are not logged into the Bibliovation
receipt or spine label printing icons on your desktop.





On the main Bibliovation page, click the Circulation hyperlink.
Under Circulation Reports, click the Holds Awaiting Pickup hyperlink
The report will default to your library
In the “Show” menu, select “Expired”






Sort the report by patron name by clicking the carat in the Patron column
Click the Print Table button.
Pull the expired and canceled holds from your holds shelf.
Take them to a workstation and check them in to fill the next hold, send them back to their
owning library or be re-shelved at your library.
o As these items are checked in, the entries will be removed from the HAP report.
o Any remaining “expired” or “canceled” holds need to be re-searched.
If you don’t find a particular item on your hold shelf after repeated searches, follow the
procedure for “Items(s) missing from your Hold Shelf” in Part G Other Holds Procedures/ Items
Missing From Your Hold Shelf in this Section.
KNOWN PROBLEM: Even if you check in an items that was a cancelled hold, that entry will
remain on this report for seven days and then will drop off.





Holds Queue report
The Holds Queue report is a list of hold requests that can be filled by items at your library. Hold
requests move through the system following the Hold Sequence. Make certain you are not logged into
the Bibliovation receipt or spine label printing icons on your desktop
 When a patron places a hold, the system first checks the patron’s pickup location to see if an
item is available at that location to fill the hold.
 If there is not, the hold request follows the Hold Sequence, starting from the pickup location, to
the next library in the sequence that has the item Available.
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If staff at a library cannot fill the hold with their item (can’t find the item, item missing a part,
item damaged, etc.), they will mark the item Trace from the report and Submit the changed
status on the report.
o This action will send the hold request back into the Sequence to the next library that has
an Available item.
Each LINKcat library must run their Holds Queue report at least once a day that they are open
and fill as many holds as they can and/or set items to Trace that cannot be located. See the
Holds Queue report workflow below for the procedure.
If a library does not run and fill the hold requests on their Holds Queue report, hold requests will
get backed up and other holds in the system will not get filled. This is especially critical for Book
Group holds or Multiple Copy holds. If you place 5 holds for your Book Group and #3 hold
remains unfilled on Library XYZ’s Holds Queue report, #4 and #5 holds will not get filled until #3
is filled or the item at that library is set to Trace.

WORKFLOW: Holds Queue report
 Use this report to locate items on your shelves to fill holds for the requesting patrons.
 Checked-in items are removed from the HQ report immediately, new items are added when the
report is refreshed at xx:50 of each hour
 Make sure that your Hold Shelf Action report has been run, the items processed and the report
cleared before running and printing your Holds Queue report.
 Run this report at least once daily, each day that you are open.
1. Click the Circulation hyperlink from any page.
2. Under Circulation reports, click the Holds Queue hyperlink.

3. In Bibliovation, the report generates and then you set your sorts.
a. Click on the carat in the column header and select “Sort Ascending” to set your first
sort. Repeat in different columns, as needed, for up to two more sorts.
4. All libraries have the same default columns in their reports:
a. Title
b. Collection
c. Shelving Location
d. Call number
e. Enum/Chron
f. Barcode
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5. You can hide any of the columns by clicking the carat in the header and selecting “Hide
column”
6. Above the grid are a number of colored buttons.
a. View Table – this is a hard-coded report designed for an academic library customer.
We do not recommend using this report.
b. Select All –select all of the entries. (only useful for emergency situations)
c. Clear All – clear all selected entries
d. Cancel Holds – DON’T USE THIS FEATURE
e. View Title – you can click on the title of a hold request and view the exact
bibliographic record.
f. View Patron - you can click on the title of a hold request and view the record of the
patron that placed the hold request.
g. Check In – don’t recommend using this at this time.
h. Pass – ONLY for Emergency situations. Click the Select All button and then Pass.
This will pass all the hold requests possible to the next library that has an item on
that bib record available. If you are the only library in the system to own the item or
have it as Available, the hold request will remain on your report.
i. Trace – use this to mark items you have searched for on this report, and have not
found in your library. RECOMMEND THAT YOU SEARCH FOR ITEMS THROUGHOUT
THE DAY. IF THERE ARE ITEMS THAT YOU HAVE SEARCHED FOR AND REMAIN
UNFOUND AT THE END OF THE DAY, MARK THE ITEM TRACE SO THE HOLD REQUEST
IS MOVED TO THE NEXT LIBRARY.
7. Printing options are in the three stacked lines (aka “hamburger”) in the far-right column
header row. Click on the lines.
a. Your printing options are
i. Export all data as csv (and convert to Excel)
ii. Export visible data as csv (if you have hidden columns)
iii. Export all data as pdf
iv. Export visible data as pdf
8. Some libraries will use the pdf, which is ONLY available as a landscape document (for now),
some prefer manipulating the data in csv to create a Portrait document in Excel.
9. Search for the items.
10. Circle or mark the hold alerts on the report to indicate that you could not find the item(s) to
fill the hold. You will set these item statuses to Trace later in this workflow.
11. When you have gathered all the items you can find, take them back to a work station and
check them.
a. If an item fills a hold for pickup at another location, you will see a Transfer required:
Hold Found pop-up message for transfer.
i. Click the “Confirm hold” button.
ii. Put a Post-It note on the item with the destination library’s 3-letter Delivery
code/agency acronym and put item in delivery.
b. If an item fills a hold for pickup at your library, you will see a Hold Found pop-up for
your library.
i. Click the “Confirm hold” button OR
ii. Click the Print Slip and Confirm button.
iii. Put the item on your hold shelf.
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iv. The Holds Queue report is immediately updated and the hold alert will be
removed from the report.
c. If you check in the item and it is not trapped for the hold alert on the report, that
hold was filled by another checkin or you pulled the wrong item.
Trace status: You can repeat this whole process if you run more than one Holds Queue report in a day or
you can leave hold alerts remaining on the report for the next day.
If you cannot find an item listed on your report you should move the hold alert off of the report by
setting the item to Trace and updating the report.
 By setting the items to Trace status, you are indicating that you cannot find the item and you
want to prevent the hold alert from appearing on your report again.
 When you set the item status to Trace, the system automatically passes the hold alert to the
next library that has the item as available.
 If you are the only library that owns this item the existing hold alert(s) will remain valid but
patrons will not be able to place new holds on the bib record.
Pass status: The Pass option should be used only when your library has to close for a period of time or
when you have an emergency closure and you want to move the hold alerts on to other libraries that
can fill those holds.
 For example, if your library is closing down for renovation or a move, you can request that SCLS
staff Pass all the items off of your report for the period of your closure.
 Another situation where you might Pass particular items from your report is if there was
flooding or a section of the roof leaked at your library – only a small part of your overall
collection was affected so you might Pass all items with a particular collection code or shelving
location.
 If you are the only library that owns this item the hold will remain on your report unless the
status is changed to Trace or some other Lost status.

G.

OTHER HOLDS PROCEDURES

Holds Pickup Authorization
When one patron has permission to pick-up another patron’s holds, and the LINKcat Holds Pickup
Authorization form has been filled out and signed, the Holds Pickup Authorization (HPA) information
should be on display in each patron’s Check Out screen under the Messages header. [In the HPA
message, please write the patron’s name exactly as it appears in Bibliovation, to make it easier to
verify.]
At Check Out, staff will see this Circulation Block
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Confirm that the patron checking out the item has permission to check out items for this patron (HPA
Patron Note).
 If the patron can checkout, click the small “Override Block” checkbox and then the “Override
blocks and checkout” button.
o The item will be checked out to this patron’s account, not the account of the patron that
placed the hold.
o If this patron does not have permission to check out holds on behalf of the other patron,
click Cancel Transaction.
KNOWN PROBLEM – this checkout does not remove the Holds Waiting message waiting message on the
record of the patron that placed the hold, the items retains the “On Hold” status for that patron and the
checkout does not count as a hold filled for the patron that placed the hold.


THE BEST WORKAROUND OPTION IS TO COPY THE PATRON BARCODE OF THE ORIGINAL
PATRON, OPEN A SECOND TAB AND CHECK THE HOLD(S) OUT TO THAT PATRON RECORD. THAT
WAY THE HOLDS WAITING MESSAGE IS REMOVED, AND THE HOLD IS REGISTERED AS A FILLED
HOLD FOR THAT PATRON.
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THE OTHER WORKAROUND OPTION IS TO RECORD THE BARCODE(S) OF THE PATRON FOR
WHOM THE ITEM(S) IS/ARE WAITING AND CHECK THE ITEM(S) OUT TO THE PATRON THAT HAS
HAP AUTHORIZATION. WHEN THIS CHECKOUT IS COMPLETE, GO TO THE RECORD OF THE
PATRON WHO PLACED THE HOLD(S) AND DELETE THEIR HOLD(S). THIS WILL REGISTER IN THEIR
HOLD HISTORY AS A CANCELED HOLD.

If the hold has expired and you click the “Process hold do NOT check out” link, the Hold Waiting
message will be removed from the original patron’s Check Out screen, the holds will be retained in their
Hold History as expired and the item will be sent in transit to fill a(nother) hold, sent back to the owning
library to be shelved or will remain at your library to be shelved.
If the hold has not expired and you click the “Process hold do NOT check out” link, the system treats the
action as a check in – and you will get one of the Hold Found pop-ups.
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Book Group / Multiple Copy Requests
Book Group holds can be a combination of single holds placed on individual patron records and multiple
holds placed on one Library Patron record so that staff can provide spare copies for walk-in attendees.
Multiple copy holds are generally holds placed on one patron record, usually at the request of a local
teacher or daycare, or for a storytime at a library.
For both situations:
 Libraries should allow the holds to be filled by the Holds Queue Report process if possible.
 Libraries must follow the “Library Staff Use of Other Library Materials” policy when placing book
group or Multiple Copy Holds.
Placing multiple holds on the same bibliographic record:
1. When using one patron account, like your library “Book Group” account, the most efficient
workflow is to start from the patron record.
2. In the record’s check out screen, click the Search to Hold button
3. In the Advanced Search screen, you will see the patron record link in the breadcrumb trail
4. In the Search results screen, click on the “Place Hold” link in the title’s entry
5. You will get a pop-up that is prepopulated with the patron record information and that defaults
to that record’s choice of pickup location

6. Click the blue “Place Hold” button to place the first hold. Then you will receive a message in the
Pop-up that the hold is confirmed.
7. To go back to your Search Results screen, click the “X” in the upper right corner of the pop-up.
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As a staff person, you have the system permission to override Hold Polices. In this case, when you want
to place more than one hold on this record, follow these steps.
8. After placing the first hold and seeing the confirmation message, click the “x” in the upper right
corner of the Hold Pop-up.

9. Back in your search results screen, click the “Place hold” link again.
10. You will see a message in the pop-up that states “Patron already has a hold on this title …”
11. Click the button – it will either be labeled “Place hold” or “override block – place hold”. {work in
transition]
12. Click the button again. You will see another confirmation,
13. Repeat these steps for as many copies as you need.
14. REMEMBER to follow the rest of the recommended Book Group Guidelines when placing,
suspending, and reactivation book group holds.
15. When you have completed placing your holds, click on the hyperlink for the patron record and
go to their Check Out screen.
16. Add a Message stating the title of the book and the date to be discussed.
Book Group Guidelines – recommended procedures
1. Place holds on individual patron records when you have repeat attendees.
a. Do Not Place Item-Level (copy-specific) holds.
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2. Do not send an email unless no items are getting trapped for holds (#5 below). Staff in charge of
book groups should monitor the holds on the bib record to ensure that holds are being filled
daily. Please make sure that you have placed and activated your holds in enough time to be
filled by libraries running their Holds Queue reports.
a. Rule of thumb: Allow one day per number of holds you have placed. 14 books = 14
days; 26 book = 26 days. You may also want to add a couple more days as most libraries
are closed on Sundays.
3. Enter a “Resume On” date for one month prior to your Group’s estimated check-out date. For
example, if your group is discussing a book at their September meeting, they will want to check
the book out in August. Set the “Resume On” date for July in order to receive all the items
before the August meeting. Setting a “Resume On” date will help other Book Groups schedule
their own books.
4. When adding a message to the Check Out screen of this patron record, indicate title and Book
Discussion date. This is useful information for both your library’s staff and other Book Groups
throughout the system.
5. If it seems like your holds are not getting filled, the process may have stalled at a library OR your
holds are being filled but at a slow rate. Not every library is open every day and most libraries
run their reports in the morning so a hold alert may sit on a report for 24-28 hours before being
filled.
a. Check the holds list to see if items have been trapped recently.
b. Are holds being filled for other patrons?
c. Check your holds list to see which library filled the last hold, and contact the library that
comes next in the Hold Sequence (LINK Circ Contacts list). Ask them to pull the item
from their shelf and check it in or mark the item Trace on their Holds Queue report.
d. You CAN contact the libraries that have Available items and ask them to search their
shelves and check in their items for you BUT follow the steps listed for the Multiple
Copy request that is URGENT. Only send the emails to the number of libraries that have
the items Available. Do NOT send out an email to all 15 libraries that have the item
available when you only need 5 items.
Holds for a Multiple copy request:
1. Follow the same steps for Book Group holds.
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Holds for a Multiple Copy request that is urgent:
1. Place holds on the requesting individual’s patron record.
2. DO NOT PLACE ITEM-LEVEL (copy specific) HOLDS.
3. Send an email ONLY to the libraries that own the items with the subject line “Multiple Copy
request”.
a. In the body of the email, copy and paste the URL to the bib record. Libraries will be able
to click on the link to confirm that they 1) own the item and 2) it is Available.
b. To copy the url:
i. Go to the Normal screen of the items record.
ii. Click your mouse in the URL field of the record. The entire “address” should
become highlighted in blue.
iii. Right-click on your mouse and select “Copy”.
iv. Go back to your email, right-click your mouse again and “paste” the URL into the
email. Here’s an example:
“A <Library> patron needs multiple copies of Tuck Everlasting:
http://scls-staff.Bibliovationlibrary.com/cgibin/Bibliovation/catalogue/detail.pl?biblionumber=237006
and The Boy in the Striped Pajamas:
http://scls-staff.Bibliovationlibrary.com/cgibin/Bibliovation/catalogue/detail.pl?biblionumber=349770
Thanks for checking your shelves.”
Items Missing From Your Hold Shelf
Procedure for checking items out to your library's Hold Shelf card.
Item has been checked in at your library and placed on the hold shelf for a patron.
If the patron and staff members are unable to locate the item when the patron is trying to check the
item out OR when you run your daily Holds Awaiting Pickup report and the item that expired on the hold
shelf is not on the hold shelf, follow these steps:
 Check in the (expired) hold.
 If the item is trapped for a Hold, click the Ignore button.
 Check out the item out to your library's Hold Shelf card.
 Replace the patron’s hold as necessary.
 If the item is found, it will be checked in eventually, either to fill a hold or when it is received at
the owning library. The act of checking the item in will remove the item from your library’s Hold
Shelf card.
 If the item is not found and the item Lost Status converts to Lost, your library becomes a
“patron” with a lost item on its account. You will need to reimburse the owning library for the
lost item, within 6 months of the date the item converted to Lost.
o Some libraries change the due date to 5 months from the date of checking the item out
to their Hold Shelf. If your library does this, be prepared to pay the owning library for
the lost item within one (1) month of the items converting to lost, in order to reimburse
the owning library within the 6 month period.
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Requested item has wrong pickup location
Sometimes patrons choose the wrong pickup location or have decided that they want to pick up a hold
at a different library.
Changing the Pickup location – Unfilled Hold
If a patron wants to change the pickup location of an unfilled hold, staff will have to do it for them.
Currently, the only place to change the pickup location for an unfilled hold is in the list of holds on the
bibliographic record. Please follow these steps:
 Access the patron record.
 The patron’s list of holds is available from their Details screen.
 Click on the title hyperlink to go to the bibliographic record.
 Select the Holds link in the left-screen menu.
 Find the patron record in the list and click on the pull-down menu in the Pickup Library column.
 Select the new pickup location.
 Click the Update Holds button at the bottom of the screen.
 Repeat these steps for each of the patron’s holds.
Changing the Pickup library – Item waiting in hold shelf
Click on the title of the item(s) listed in the Holds Waiting message on the patron's Check Out screen
(takes you directly to the hold list for the BIB record).











Change the patron's hold priority from Waiting to "1".
You will get a popup stating "Action will suspend hold OK/Cancel”.
Click OK
Then click the "Update holds" button
This will save the change and allow you access to the Pickup library field.
Change the pickup library to the new, requested pick up location, UNSUSPEND THE HOLD and
click the Update holds button again.
Now check in the item.
Since the hold is an item level hold it will be re-trapped for the patron and sent in transit (being
transferred) to the new, requested pickup location.
Put the item in a Delivery basket.
Repeat as needed.

H.

EXTENDING THE HOLD SHELF EXPIRATION DATE
In Bibliovation, “expired” holds will not convert status to “Available, but will remain “On Hold” for that
patron until the item is checked in or it is checked out.
The Holds Waiting message remains in the Staff view until the hold is processed off of the Hold Shelf.
But the message is removed from the Patron’s view when the hold expires.
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I.

REDUCED TRANSPORTATION HOLDS (aka RTH)
The purpose of Reduced Transportation Holds [RTH] is to reduce the need to shuttle items around by
filling holds whose pick-up locations are at the check-in location in preference to those farther away. It
is a compromise solution that sacrifices a degree of fairness by deviating from the strict numerical
priorities of the holds queue.
If an item with one or more holds is checked in, the system will check to see if there is any hold on the
item whose pick-up location is the same as the check- in location.
If there is no active hold at the check-in location, the first Active hold at the top of the queue will be
filled.
If there is an active hold at the check-in location, the system next looks to see if that hold was placed
within 60 days of the first Active hold at the top of the hold queue.
If the hold at the check-in location was placed within 60 days of the first Active hold at the top of the
queue, then it will stay in library to fill the first active hold at that check-in location.
If that hold was not placed within 60 days of the top Active hold, then the item will go to fill the first
Active hold at the top of the queue, regardless of its pick-up location.


SUSPENDED HOLDS
RTH will ignore Suspended holds. Once a hold is made active, it will be subject to the parameters
listed above. When Suspended holds are re-activated, they will be re-activated in the Holds
Queue according to the Hold Placed date.



ITEM-LEVEL HOLDS
RTH has the same effect on item-level holds as it does on “any copy” holds, an item checked in
at a location will stay at that location to fill holds with that pickup location, unless your itemlevel hold is for a different barcode than the item that came in to fill other holds.

RTH parameters are posted on the Circulation Policies web page.

J.

HOLDS-RELATED POLICIES
Hold Shelf - length of time
Hold Reports
Items missing from library Hold Shelf
Holds Transportation Reduction settings (RTH parameters)
Holds authorization form
Library Staff Use of Other Library’s Materials
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